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Introduction
Project Background
Upon the completion of the 2009 Tar Heel Football Season, UNC-Chapel Hill had a comprehensive recycling
program inside the football stadium for bottles, cans, and corrugated cardboard. During fall 2009, in
partnership with UNC Grounds, the Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling (OWRR) began a pilot
program for tailgate recycling at select football tailgating locations. Volunteers distributed color-coded
bags to tailgaters for trash and recycling and instructed tailgaters to leave filled bags in their parking spots.
Grounds collected tailgate trash and recyclables the following day during parking lot clean-up. The pilot
program proved to be a success, as more waste was recycled and less litter was left in tailgating sites.
To expand the OWRR’s efforts of creating a tailgate recycling program, an Environmental Capstone team
(from here on referred to as the Rameses Recycles Team) was formed in spring 2010 to create an
implementable tailgate recycling program, as well as a general sustainability program for Carolina Athletics.
The first goal of the project was to formulate an implementable tailgate recycling program for the Office of
Waste Reduction and Recycling (OWRR) and Carolina Athletics for the 2010 Carolina Football Season,
equipped with a workable tailgate recycling plan, volunteer base, manageable budget, method for
evaluation, and educational program.
A secondary goal of the project was to provide Carolina Athletics with a sustainability program detailing
recommendations for general greening, reduced in-stadium waste flow, more sustainable concessions, a
manageable budget, a marketing vision, and a means to educate fans and students about the importance
of sustainability within Carolina Athletics.
The following will outline how the Rameses Recycles Team structured the project. The project was divided
into three phases: 1.) Research into Exemplary Organizations, 2.) Plan Formulation, and 3.) Creation of
Final Products.

Overview of Project Structure
Phase I: Research into Exemplary Organizations
With aims of successfully expanding the pilot tailgate recycling program and addressing broader
sustainability issues within Carolina Athletics, our team decided to begin by researching the methods
undertaken at other organizations that would serve well as benchmark organizations for Carolina Athletics
(referred to as Exemplary Organizations from here forward). These Exemplary Organizations consist of
various U.S. universities and organizations that have established themselves at the forefront of recycling
and waste reduction. Through research, we aimed to gain a deeper understanding of the planning, logistics
and resources required to develop a successful tailgate recycling and sustainability program. Research was
followed by interviews with key players at other organizations and within the UNC community. By learning
from other leaders and key decision makers at UNC, we hoped to apply the methods that best fit Carolina
Athletics and UNC.
Phase II: Plan Formulation
With an understanding of what was required to be successful, we focused on formulating a plan for the
implementation of a tailgate recycling program, which we named Rameses Recycles, and overall waste
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reduction/sustainable vision for Carolina Athletics. Plan formulation for the tailgate recycling program and
in-stadium waste reduction was accomplished with a pilot tailgate recycling project at the 2010 UNC
Football spring game. To address the issue of sustainability in Carolina Athletics, a survey was developed to
evaluate fan, student, faculty and staff attitudes regarding tailgate recycling and overall sustainability
initiatives by Carolina Athletics; the survey garnered over 500 responses. This period of plan formulation
was also accompanied by key interviews at UNC, such as meetings with OWRR Waste and Recycling
Manager BJ Tipton to develop evaluation metrics for the tailgate and in stadium recycling initiatives.
Phase III: Creating Final Products
After thorough research and plan formulation, ideas were conceptualized into final products, including the
items seen in the table of contents as well as a PowerPoint presentation for OWRR and Carolina Athletics.

In Summary
Overall, the Rameses Recycles Team focused on creating an implementable and fundable plan for Carolina
Athletics and OWRR to increase in-stadium recycling, implement a tailgate recycling program and consider
both the short and long term to increase the environmental responsibility of Carolina Athletics.
This report has been organized into five main sections:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Tailgate Recycling Logistics
In-Stadium Sustainability Efforts
Branding & Marketing
Evaluation & Funding
Carolina Athletics Sustainability Plan

Each section will include takeaways from exemplary organizations, UNC’s current operations regarding
recycling and waste reduction, and lastly, our short- and long-term proposals for Rameses Recycles and a
general Carolina Athletics sustainability plan.
The report will begin by discussing, in detail, how Rameses Recycles will be implemented in the “Tailgate
Recycling Logistics” section. This section will be followed with our proposal for waste reduction and
recycling in Kenan Stadium in “In-Stadium Sustainability Efforts.” The “Branding & Marketing” section will
specify our proposal for how to brand and spread the message about Rameses Recycles. “Evaluation &
Funding” discusses how to evaluate the success of Rameses Recycles in the future and how the program
will be funded. Finally, the report will conclude with our proposals for an overall sustainability plan for
Carolina Athletics in the “Carolina Athletics Sustainability Plan” section.
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Rameses Recycles Sustainability Statement
Though major portions of this report are devoted to the strides Rameses Recycles makes toward
environmental responsibility and the improvements it can bring to UNC in strictly environmental terms, the
project’s recommendations are intended as part of a larger framework of sustainability. UNC-Chapel Hill
has made a commitment as the flagship institution of the UNC system to pursue a more sustainable future.
While this commitment involves improving environmental practices, it is also intended to incorporate
aspects of social equity and economic prosperity.
In a similar way, the Rameses Recycles program, though primarily environmental oriented, is sensitive to
economics and social equity. We believe a program that fails to take these factors into account, no matter
how environmentally sensitive, is not helpful to the long-term vision of UNC.
Beyond the environmental benefits of waste reduction and resource conservation, our capstone group
envisions Rameses Recycles as a cost savings opportunity for Carolina Athletics and as a way to lessen the
residual impact of Carolina football on its surroundings.
Cost savings are potentially attainable by reducing the amount of game day waste collected and shifting a
greater volume into recyclable items. Further, by encouraging fans to cooperate in game day clean up, our
program will reduce the work load on UNC Grounds and potentially decrease the labor needs.
As a highly competitive NCAA Division I revenue sport, UNC football has amassed a sizable and dedicated
following. This loyalty results in a fan base willing to fill Kenan Stadium for each home game and typically
fill campus parking lots before and after games for tailgating. Add in the non-tailgating fans who visit
Chapel Hill on game days to dine and shop, and one can imagine the impact nearly 60,000 visitors can have
on the town and campus.
Rameses Recycles addresses this extended impact by reducing the litter and waste left in and around
Kenan Stadium. By making waste reduction and recycling easier for Chapel Hill guests, Rameses Recycles
lessens the burdens game days may impose.
By lending itself to multiple facets of a sustainability framework, our capstone team sees Rameses Recycles
as a way to aid UNC in its progress toward greater sustainability.
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Greening Carolina Athletics Survey
The purpose of this survey was to obtain information about the target population and its game day habits
in order to guide us in creating the most suitable tailgate recycling plan. We asked eight questions, ranging
from satisfaction with current conditions to ideas for the future. An IRB (Institutional Review Board)
proposal was submitted to gain permission to conduct the survey, and was initially denied; IRB permission
was later granted after the team clarified the survey as being restricted to participants eighteen years of
age and older. Upon completion of the IRB process, we distributed the survey through email to various
organizations throughout the UNC community. In addition to this, we set up two computers at the Blue
and White Spring Game on April 10. The total number of responses was 514. Our collected data is
summarized below:

The 514 responses included 264 students (52%). Note that the categories in Table 1 total more than 100%,
because some respondents had more than one affiliation with Carolina.

Table 1: How would you describe yourself? (Everyone)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Student

264

52%

2

UNC Employee

213

42%

3

Athletics Department Employee

12

2%

4

Alumnus/Alumnae

100

20%

5

General Fan

100

20%

6

Other

8

2%

Among those who self-identified as tailgaters (Table 2), nearly half are students, and 40% are employees.
Table 2: How would you describe yourself? (Self-Identified Tailgaters)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Student

113

49%

2

UNC Employee

93

40%

3

Athletics Department Employee

9

4%

4

Alumnus/Alumnae

62

27%

5

General Fan

52

22%

6

Other

2

1%
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The 113 students who reported that they always, often, or sometimes tailgate when attending football
games represent about 42% of all student respondents. This is very similar to the 213 UNC employees who
responded, of whom 93 (44%) typically tailgate. The percentage of Carolina Athletics employees, general
fans, and alumni that tailgate was much higher than the percentage of students and UNC employees who
tailgate: an overwhelming 75% of Carolina Athletics Department employees, as well as 62% of alumni, and
52% of general fans reported being tailgaters.

Tailgaters
Those likely to tailgate (Always/Often/Sometimes) were examined more closely. Among tailgaters, 65%
reported that they always or often recycle, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Which of the following statements best describes your recycling behavior?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

I ALWAYS recycle

83

36%

2

I OFTEN recycle

67

29%

3

I SOMETIMES recycle

34

15%

4

I RARELY recycle

36

16%

5

I NEVER recycle

8

4%

228

100

Total

Among tailgaters who do not recycle (Table 4), 78% feel that a tailgate recycling program is important.
Providing more options for recycling in tailgate parking lots and education may encourage those who never
recycle to start recycling. Most non-recyclers feel greening efforts would have a positive effect on UNC
game day experience.

Table 4: Which of the following statements best describes how you feel about a Tailgate Recycling
Program at UNC Home Football Games? (Non-recyclers)
#

Answer: A Tailgate Recycling
Program is:

1

Response

%

Very important for UNC

24

55%

2

Important for UNC

10

23%

3

Neutral

6

13%

4

Not important for UNC

3

7%

5

If other, please specify:

1

2%

Total

44

100%
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Tailgaters realize the necessity and importance of recycling, but may be unaware of recycling options.
Among the 44 tailgaters who reported not recycling, the responses to Question #6 suggests most are split
(at 32% each) among a negative or neutral view of the recycling available, as evidenced by Table 5.

Table 5: How satisfied are you with the UNC football game day recycling? (Non-recyclers)
#

Answer

Response

%

5

Very satisfied

0

0%

4

Satisfied

2

4%

3

Neutral

14

32%

2

Dissatisfied

10

23%

1

Very dissatisfied

4

9%

6

I did not know fans could
recycle at UNC football games

14

32%

Total

44

100%

Overall, when tailgaters were asked about a Tailgate Recycling Program at UNC (Table 6), 92% felt that it
was either very important or important to have one at UNC.
Table 6: Which of the following statements best describes how you feel about a Tailgate Recycling
Program at UNC? (All respondents)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

A Tailgate Recycling Program is
very important for UNC

163

70%

2

A Tailgate Recycling Program is
important for UNC

51

22%

3

Neutral

12

5%

4

A Tailgate Recycling Program is
not important for UNC

4

2%

5

If other, please specify:

2

1%

232

100%

Total

When asked about the current state of recycling at UNC (Table 7), many tailgaters were either dissatisfied,
neutral or were not aware of recycling opportunities during football games.
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Table 7: How satisfied are you with the UNC-football game day recycling? (All respondents)
#

Answer

Response

%

5

Very satisfied

5

2%

4

Satisfied

22

10%

3

Neutral

87

38%

2

Dissatisfied

59

25%

1

Very dissastisfied

14

6%

6

I did not know fans could
recycle at UNC football games

45

19%

Total

232

100%

Amongst the various greening efforts, tailgaters would most like to see recyclable food and beverage
containers in the future (Table 8).
Table 8: What greening efforts are you interested in seeing at UNC Football Games and other athletic
events (check all that apply)?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Recyclable food and beverage
containers

210

91%

2

Transportation alternatives (bicycles,
transit, trolleys, others) and incentives

121

52%

3

More renewable energy used in sports
venues

134

58%

4

Water conservation (e.g., restrooms,
concession stands, fields)

146

63%

5

Game-day events promoting recycling
of non-conventional items (e.g.,
batteries, electronics)

112

48%

6

I am NOT interested in greening
efforts at UNC sporting events

7

3%

7

If other, please specify:

17

7%

And lastly, when asked whether or not greening efforts would have a positive impact on the game day
experience at UNC (Table 9), an overwhelming 84% believed it would. A tailgate recycling program would
be very likely to have widespread support among those who tailgate.
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Table 9: Greening efforts within the Athletic Department would have a positive effect on the game day
experience at UNC Home Football Games.
#

Answer

Response

%

5

Strongly agree

118

51%

4

Agree

76

33%

3

Neither agree nor
disagree

27

12%

2

Disagree

5

2%

1

Strongly disagree

4

2%

6

No Opinion

0

0%

230

100%

Total

To encourage people to recycle and increase the amount of recycled trash, respondents suggested a
variety of ideas. Among the most popular were having more receptacles in tailgate parking lots, educating
football fans about recycling, providing incentives to tailgate, and using compostable/recyclable materials
at vending stations. Instead of foam hands to pass out at the game, have cardboard hands; paper pompoms instead of plastic. Some places were specifically identified as needing more recycling bins, including
the Kenan Field house lot, the Park Place lot, the Craige Deck, the parking lot near Bub O’Malleys,
University Square, the Friday Center, and Tarheel Town. Some suggested promotion and marketing ideas:
giving away stickers and koozies, having student volunteers give out flyers and talk about recycling,
wearing recycling shirts, and having game day advertisements were some of their suggestions. Essentially,
they would like to see more awareness through education and waste reduction through reusable material.
The most common responses called for more receptacles everywhere, with clear labeling to let fans know
what can be recycled. If we started with those two suggestions, it seems that fans will be much more likely
to recycle. Some great responses to this question include the following:
“60,000 people are going to use a lot of resources in any situation; it would be great if what they did use
was recyclable/sustainable and if we set a public example by using those products and letting people know
that we did. I fully support more recycling at Kenan.”
“Moreover, I think UNC should be an example to fans and other sports programs by striving to produce
"green" sporting events through alternative energy, reduced waste (composting may be a great option) and
water conservation. Our athletic events should be viewed as opportunities to educate and inform the
public.”
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Tailgate Recycling Logistics
Research was done on the means by which several universities handle their labor demands for their
respective tailgate recycling programs. Once again, these schools were chosen for excellence and
leadership in the tailgate recycling arena. The results are as follows:

Takeaways from Exemplary Organizations
Appalachian State University
Volunteers come in about four hours before a game starts and work one- or two-hour shifts. These
volunteers walk the parking lots, giving out bags (both for recycling and trash) and educating fans. There is
a central location for volunteers to meet and learn what tasks they are to do. For the 2009 season, a
training session was held for volunteers the evening before games, but not many people came. In addition
to the volunteers, there are several interns who help oversee the program and talk to classes about
volunteering at the games.

North Carolina State University
Volunteers ride on the back or walk beside the trucks while collecting cans and bottles from the tailgaters.
They also give out freebies, such as koozies. When the back of the truck is full, volunteers help empty the
material into a large roll-off dumpster designated for recyclables. About 15 minutes prior to kick-off (during
the most crowded entrance times) at least one volunteer is posted at each gate in order to direct them to
place their recyclables in the blue bins that line the entrances. Volunteers stay at the gates until 10-15
minutes after kick-off.

Yale University
Much like at UNC, the NROTC at Yale cleans the stadium after football games. They used to recruit
volunteers from other organizations, but multiple absences forced them to discontinue this practice. The
NROTC is educated on how to clean up by the facilities staff on the day after each first home game, which
means that only one training session is needed. Towards the beginning of the season, it takes the NROTC
about 9 hours to clean up; later on, the time is shortened to around 6 hours as the cadets become more
familiar with the process. Full-time employees run the recycling program. Students are hired to work at
games, collecting recyclable material before, during, and after the game. These students are paid $13.50
per hour. About half of this money is covered through federal work study dollars.

University of Tennessee
There is a paid position, the environmental coordinator, to oversee the program. Three paid staff members
help the clean up process on game day and the day after. Volunteers also are present on game day. They
attend a training session before each game. Americorps workers once volunteered, but now it is solely UT
students. New class service requirements have increased the campus’ willingness to volunteer. These
volunteers set up bins and staff the recycling booth. They also monitor bins. Recently, they have begun to
distribute bags at parking lots. A separate contractor cleans the stadium bowl the day after the game.
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University of Colorado at Boulder
Student volunteers are integral to the CU Zero Waste and Recycling Programs. Students work in the
recycling center on campus to sort the recycling. At a processing facility, students work sorting, weighing
and shipping recyclables that have been collected from all over campus. Student volunteers also work the
tailgate recycling program, staff the Zero Waste Stations in the stadium, and collect all the recycling after
home football games. The main student group that CU utilizes to execute the game day recycling and Zero
Waste program (especially the cleanup) is the ROTC.

North Carolina State Fairgrounds
Volunteers and a paid workforce both are heavily used. DPPEA helped to obtain volunteer staff.

In Summary
What is apparent from reviewing the information about labor is that each program has different ways of
going about fulfilling labor requirements. These range from paying student workers to hiring interns to
relying on volunteers. The most impressive program is that of the University of Colorado at Boulder. They
have managed to obtain enough volunteers to run a good part of their recycling program, which includes
composting as well as cans, paper, and bottle recycling.
Another program that has been fairly successful at pulling in volunteers is the University of Tennessee. At
first, they used Americorps volunteers, but recently they have had many students wishing to volunteer as a
result of volunteer hour requirements for class.
Appalachian State University has also had success obtaining volunteers in this manner. For example, one
year, a professor gave his physics class credit for coming to a game and looking at recyclables volume and
how to increase it. An initiative similar to this at UNC may be crucial to finding volunteers. Another
program that uses volunteers is NC State.
Yale, on the other hand, has found success through hiring students. These undergraduates get paid per
hour and about half of this money is covered through federal work study money, which could be a
possibility for UNC.
Many of the universities also have coordinators who oversee the program. In addition to this, some have
paid employees to help clean up or market their recycling initiative.
It is clear that until the entire community is completely involved and interested in recycling, similar to the
University of Colorado, there will have to be some major incentives to persuade students to help clean up.
The most effective of these incentives seems to be money or class volunteer hour requirements.

UNC at the Present
Prior to work done by our capstone group during the spring 2010 semester, tailgate and game day
recycling was run by the UNC Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling (OWRR) under the direction and
supervision of BJ Tipton. Bags for tailgate recycling were distributed by volunteers prior to kickoff. Bag
distribution was limited to the three-tier lot, the RV lot in front of the Smith Center, the S11 lot on Bowles
Drive, Stadium Drive and the Undergraduate Library lot. Post-game these bags were picked up by UNC
13
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Grounds Crew. In-stadium recycling is collected in bins paired with trash cans. The morning following the
game UNC ROTC cleans the stadium bleachers and the concourse area, sorting trash from recycling. The instadium recycling is collected by Waste Industries.

Spring Game Tailgate Recycling
The 2010 Blue & White game provided an excellent opportunity for our group to pilot a new bag
distribution method. Volunteers were assembled and the scope of the program was widened to include
more campus lots. In addition to the S11 lot, bags were distributed to Craige and Ram’s Head parking
decks, as well as various lots across campus including the Stadium Drive, South Road and the NC 54
Visitor’s Lot. Post-game, these recyclables were collected by UNC Grounds and Rameses Recycles team
members (parking decks, only).

Proposal for OWRR Internship
It is the belief of our capstone group that an Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling Intern would provide
a strong base upon which to continue to build and expand the Rameses Recycles program. This intern will
work towards expanding and improving the current program as well as implementing the tailgate recycling
plan proposed in this report. A more thorough job description has been prepared and is included in the
Appendix. The ideal intern would have a strong desire to help green Carolina Athletics. Sending the
prepared job description to the Environmental Majors and Sustainability listservs would attract such an
individual to the position. BJ Tipton in OWRR would handle interviewing, hiring and supervision.

Proposal for Game-day Logistics
In regards to logistics, the Rameses Recycles intern would be responsible for many of the logistical aspects
of the program including the organizing of volunteers for pre-game bag distribution. Our ultimate goal is to
provide all of the tools necessary to do this, such that an intern would only need to finalize volunteers for
game day. The volunteer base will consist mainly of UNC students who are active in service organizations
and passionate about sustainability. In regards to volunteer recruitment and organization, each of the
below organizations have been contacted and are interested in providing volunteers for next year’s tailgate
recycling program.
Organization Name
Alpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Phi Omega
CESA
Epsilon Eta
Greenhouse
NRHH
SEAC
SWEAT

Contact Name
Shannon Weber
Lan Ngo
Madeline Gwyn
Gabe McGowan
Tiffany McCrary
Ben Carrol
Claire Tramba

Contact Email
webersm@email.unc.edu
presidents.rho@gmail.com
lqngo@email.unc.edu
megwyn@email.unc.edu
gabemcg@email.unc.edu
mccraryt@email.unc.edu
cmbenjamin@email.unc.edu
tclaire@email.unc.edu

Volunteers are crucial to the success of Rameses Recycles. Historically, Carolina football games have come
in one of three flavors: noon games, early afternoon game and night games. Each game will require
volunteers to hand out bags to tailgating fans. Each shift is designed to efficiently distribute bags to all
14
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tailgating fans. Earlier shifts are designed to serve fans who enjoy arriving hours before kickoff and later
shifts are designed to catch the fans who choose to arrive later. Using this method, the vast majority of
tailgating fans should be provided access to recyclables bags.
Time
Kickoff: Noon
Shift 1

9:00 - 11:00

Volunteers

Lots Covered

6

Ram's Deck, Stadium Drive, Visitor’s Lot, Cobb
Deck
S11, Craige, Dogwood and Cardinal Decks

2
2
2
2
2
2

Stadium Drive, Visitor’s Lot, Cobb Deck
Ram's Deck, S11 Lot
Craige, Dogwood and Cardinal Decks
Stadium Drive, Visitor’s Lot, Cobb Deck
Ram's Deck, S11 Lot
Craige, Dogwood and Cardinal Decks

2
2
2
2
2
2

Stadium Drive, Visitor’s Lot, Cobb Deck
Ram's Deck, S11 Lot
Craige, Dogwood and Cardinal Decks
Stadium Drive, Visitor’s Lot, Cobb Deck
Ram's Deck, S11 Lot
Craige, Dogwood and Cardinal Decks
Ram's Deck, Stadium Drive, Visitor’s Lot, Cobb
Deck
S11, Craige, Dogwood and Cardinal Decks

6

Kickoff: 3:30 PM
Shift 1

11:00 - 1:00

Shift 2

12:30 - 2:30

Kickoff: 6:00 PM
Shift 1

11:00 - 1:00

Shift 2

1:00 - 3:00

Shift 3

3:00 - 5:00

2
2

Under our proposed model, once confirmed and prior to game day, volunteers will be informed by the
OWRR intern of their shift assignments. Volunteers will arrive at the meeting spot designated by the OWRR
intern at the beginning of their shift. There they will be divided into pairs and assigned lots based on the
above plan. At that time, each volunteer will receive a T-shirt, an allotment of recycling bags and the
prepared volunteer handout that includes a map of the campus lots and instructions, as well as some
information about the Rameses Recycles program. From there volunteers will travel by foot to their
assigned lots to distribute bags. Each of these lots is easily within walking distance from Kenan Stadium.
Once bag distribution is complete, volunteers will be free to enjoy the game. Post-game these bags along
with trash bags will be collected by UNC Grounds and placed in recycling bins and trash dumpsters in the
parking lots. These dumpsters will have been placed by OWRR in agreement with Gounds for each
university lot or deck in the program.
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In-Stadium Greening Efforts
Tailgating recycling only partially addresses the recycling needs of a football game day. In order for UNC to
implement a comprehensive plan, Kenan Stadium’s current recycling, waste reduction, composting, and
education strategies must be changed.

In-Stadium Recycling
In-stadium recycling expansion has been key to every exemplary organization’s tailgating program. Kenan
Stadium can supplement the tailgating program with more complete recycling opportunities within its
gates.

Takeaways from Exemplary Organizations
Pennsylvania State University
In 2008, Penn State began collecting beverage containers inside Beaver Stadium. It added 127 recycling
bins in the concourse areas so far. The 96-gallon stainless steel bins have a 4- by 3-foot panel for print
advertising, which will help cover the upfront purchase and ongoing maintenance costs for the recycling
bins. Inside the stadium, the major recyclables are beverage containers, cardboard, and program booklets.

The University of Colorado- Boulder
“We will be eliminating trash cans at our stadium,” says CU athletic director Mike Bohn. East Folsom
Stadium, which is comparable to Kenan Stadium in size, contains “zero waste stations” which house the
recycling and composting bins. About 80 percent of all materials generated inside the stadium during most
home games were diverted from landfills whether through reuse, recycling or composting. An emphasis is
also placed on reducing waste.

University of Tennessee
No glass/aluminum is allowed within the stadium, so the recycling inside includes only plastic cups and
plastic bottles. There are 140 recycling bins (which are 55-gallons each) in the concourse. These have
locking lids to minimize amount of trash that goes in. Stickers on the bins as well as overhead signs notify
people that it’s to be used for recycling. Clear bins are used only in recycling bins.

North Carolina State Fair
Recycling stations throughout the fairgrounds collected plastic bottles and aluminum cans. The twenty
recycling bins were each 6 feet tall, made of heavy-duty twin-walled plastic with small, round openings on
three sides just large enough for a bottle or can to pass through, and have recycling messages painted in
bright green and yellow. The recycling stations were staffed by two hundred volunteers in 2008, to assist
the public to choose the correct bin and curtail cross-contamination.

UNC at the Present
Kenan Stadium achieved a 29% recycling rate in 2008 (measured against tonnage of trash). Recycling bins
are found on the main concourse, though throughout the stadium they are not always by a trash can.
Recyclable items include plastic bottles and plastic cups from fans and a large amount of cardboard from
concession vendors. The bins look similar to trash cans with a mouth-like opening allowing a bottle or can
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to pass through. On the cover there are basic instructions of what can be recycled. Refuse left on the
bleachers is sorted and recycled by ROTC the following morning.

Proposals for In-Stadium Recycling
Short Term (1-3 years)
The following are some short-term goals that Carolina Athletics could feasibly look to implement:
 Paper recycling capability: UNC has no structure for paper recycling within the stadium, but many
attendees carry programs and the Daily Tar Heel’s Sports Saturday. In addition to placing bins
specifically for paper recycling, advertisements could be placed in the Sports Saturday instructing
that the paper should be recycled.
 The bins need more complete instruction and information. This could easily be achieved by posting
signs such as the one used in the spring game. Cost and labor would factor into their feasibility, but
the benefits outweigh the costs. Most attendees are not aware that the blue beverage cups are
recyclable, but this posted information could sway them. It would also discourage attendees from
throwing trash into the recycling bin.
 In every landmark university’s in-stadium plan, an increased amount of well-placed accessible
recycling bins has increased the percentage of recyclables by volume. UNC can continue this trend
by increasing the number of bins in the stadium, placing them directly next to trash cans, and
increasing the information about what can be recycled.
 Continue the partnership with vendors to recycle cardboard and initiate a dialogue about the
feasibility of compostable containers.
Long Term (4-7 years)
Following are somelonger-term goals that Carolina Athletics could look to feasibly implement:
 The current bins look like trash cans. When these bins are no longer functional (i.e., broken), they
should be replaced with “flashier” bins that make clear their purpose. To offset cost, these could
house a panel for advertisers or a recycling message.
 In conjunction with concessions, UNC should aim for zero-waste stations like those found at UCBoulder. Recycling, composting, and waste reduction should be addressed collaboratively by
Facilities and Concessions. A co-sponsor would most likely be necessary due to the cost of
implementation. ROTC is willing to sort at least the compostables left in the stadium bleachers,
which could have a significant reduction in Kenan’s carbon footprint.
 The zero-waste station will be staffed by knowledgeable volunteers, decreasing in number until it
can operate alone and no supervision is necessary.
Sources
http://www.p2pays.org/ref/49/48967.pdf
http://www.ncstatefair.org/greennc/greeningthefair.htm
http://www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/rrr/rogo/documents/beaver.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/wastes/conserve/rrr/rogo/venues/stadiums.htm#football

Reducing & Composting Waste
The phone interviews (described earlier) included questions relating to reducing waste in stadium, a
necessary aspect of a sustainable tailgate recycling program.
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Takeaways from Exemplary Organizations
In recent years, professional and college sports teams alike have implemented recycling programs that
reduce or completely eliminate landfilled waste in stadium. In addition to placing more receptacles inside
the stadium, our competing institutions have switched over to eco-friendly concession products that are
either compostable or recyclable. Although the cost of compostable products is a few cents higher for
certain products, sports teams saved thousands in disposal costs.

University of Colorado at Boulder
Between the 2008 and 2009 football seasons, Folsom Field became zero waste. There was 60 tons of waste
generated and dumped into the landfill during the home games of the 2008 football season. In 2009, the
goal was to attain zero waste, meaning that no waste would get dumped into a landfill.
They saw that the most trash within the stadium was generated from food and food packaging. So, they
employed buying strategies to change the containers, without compromising quality of food or portion
size, and purchased food and containers that would be compostable.
The University of Colorado worked with its vendor, Centerplate (which vends to many major college
football stadiums), to change some of the food items and food containers at the beginning of the season,
so that they were all compostable.
Around the stadium, there are two types of bins: compost bins and recycling bins. The food and
refreshments from the concession stands are either packaged in a compostable material or in recyclable
material. Thus, there is no need for trash cans; however, this which highlights the need for a staff to
maintain the stations.
The idea is to know everything that is being served in the stadium and who is serving it. This can make
concessions a part of the waste reduction program. By having absolute control over the buying strategies
of the vendors, the University is able to control what is served and what it is served in.

University of Tennessee
Inside the stadium, soft drinks are sold in plastic stadium cups; while water is sold in plastic bottles (plastics
#1 or #2). No beer is sold on campus. No glass or aluminum containers are allowed or used inside Neyland
Stadium, so the recycling bins collect plastic bottles and cups only.

Seattle Mariners
The Seattle Mariners recycle food waste, paper and cardboard, glass, metal, and plastic, which keeps 226
tons of waste out of the landfill and saves $26,000 in disposal costs per season. Food and other
compostable waste are collected from concession and kitchen areas and recycled through Cedar Grove
Composting, an organic waste recycling company that has partnered with the Mariners. Through their
partnership, 100 tons of recyclable organics have been diverted from landfills, resulting in the prevention
of 93 tons of carbon dioxide from being released into the environment. Cedar Grove uses these organic
wastes, such as grass, leaves, yard trimmings, food waste and wood waste, to develop nutrient rich
compost. This compost is then used to grow healthy plants and gardens throughout the region, locally
closing the recycling loop.
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The Mariners also use biodegradable, compostable food containers for serving in the concession areas. The
plastic bowls, plates and utensils that are used contain less plastic by volume, which also reduces waste.
Paper products in all bathrooms are elemental chlorine free and made from 40 percent post-consumer
fiber. Through all of these efforts, the Seattle Mariners expect to continue to be able to recycle at least 25
percent of its waste each year.
Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum
They faced challenges in its recycling initiatives. There was a high cost of hand-sorting recyclables from the
garbage, contamination in cardboard recycling, high turnover in cleanup crews, tight event schedules and
lots of food packaging waste. Many of these problems were solved with the help of StopWaste, a technical
assistance service dedicated to improving the environment. The stadium switched to cornstarch-based
compostable cups and expanded recycling collection to include food waste. The stadium also put a lot of
effort into training the cleanup crews. Post game, the crews hand-sort everything and divide recyclables
into bottles and cans, compostables and garbage. This has eliminated 200 tons of organics, and 400 tons of
total recyclables from entering landfills. This saves the stadium $40,000 a year in disposal costs.

UNC at the Present
The University of North Carolina began its pilot food waste program in 1999 with the Special Olympics.
Today, Lenoir Dining Hall, Rams Head Dining Hall, the Beach Café, the Friday Center and Carolina Catering
play an active role in reducing food waste through composting and providing sustainable event options for
the university. All food waste collected on campus is recycled with Brooks Contractors’ composting facility.
In 2007-2008, Lenoir Dining Hall and Rams Head Dining Hall had recycling rates of 64.2% and 52.0%
respectfully. There is no composting going on at athletics events. When asked, The Reserve Officers stated
that, Training Corps (ROTC) that cleans the stadium post-game (“picks the bowl”) has no hesitation to
sorting compostable materials.

Proposals for Reducing & Composting Waste
Short Term (1-3 years)
The following are some short term goals that Carolina Athletics could feasibly look to implement in the
near future:
 Condiment dispensing systems to reduce waste that accumulates from individual packets of
ketchup and mustard.
 Encourage concessions to donate unused food that would otherwise be thrown away.
 Encourage concessions to compost other types of food waste behind the counter.
 Set up composting stations around stadiums to educate and allow fans to take an active role in
reducing food waste.
 Try out off-the-shelf paper products for concessions that are compostable.

Long Term (4-7 years)
The following are some long-term goals that Carolina Athletics could feasibly implement in a few years:
 Menu changes to incorporate more finger foods to reduce use of resources
 Changes in food portions to reduce waste
 Reusable serving containers
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Biodegradable/ compostable cups and serving containers
Local produce vendor

Education
The education of the general football population is the first step in changing personal behavior. In order to
become a dominant recycling program, Carolina Athletics must support and foster a didactic relationship
with the fans.

Takeaways from Exemplary Organizations
The University of Colorado-Boulder
The University of Colorado-Boulder has gone the furthest educating fan and game attendants about the
recycling program through the signs on their “zero waste stations.” A color coded picture of every item
sold at the concession stands and whether it is compostable or recyclable. UC- Boulder also updates their
special event recycling page with a graphic that equates 705 pounds of recycled materials with five yards
on the graph.

The University of Tennessee
The University of Tennessee keeps their fans informed of progress with a booth at Volunteer Village.
Started in 1993, at first mostly doing outreach within the state: At the home game of each season, 10
schools around the state are recognized for their recycling programs with $500 and a plaque. They also
have recycling lesson plans for (elementary, middle, and high school) students on their website. The Good
Sports Always Recycle program that UT sponsors provides educational packets for K-12 teachers to use in
their classrooms.

Pennsylvania State University
“‘Come to the Game, Honor the Name’ is the stadium’s recycling mantra. Fans are reminded through
public service announcements on the video board and in person by the student volunteers that
participating in the stadium’s recycling program embodies a ‘multiplicity of Penn State values,’ Al
Matyasovsky, Supervisor of Central Support Services, says. ‘At a Penn State game, you should enjoy
yourself, but at the end of tailgating time, participating in the recycling program is the right thing to do to
honor the school, keep our grounds clean, help keep costs down, protect the environment, and support
the United Way.’” – Recycling on the Go Success Story.

General
Most of the universities that we studied also reached fans by use of a Jumbotron advertisement, as well as
local radio and television spots. Give-away items (reusables) such as koozies, travel mugs, and tote bags
reminding fans to recycle have also been utilized by most programs.

UNC at the Present
UNC game attendants are not adequately informed about the recycling initiatives on game days. This
includes the fundamentals of recycling at the games and information about the current projects. The bins
used (in-stadium and out) do not instruct fans on the materials that they accept. The bins that do have
small signs are not extraordinarily effective, but our observation of the spring game demonstrated that a
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straightforward sign changes the actions of fans. For example, one fan clearly was meaning to throw his
cup away, but instead recycled it. To improve the overall waste figures, we must address the education of
Carolina football fans. The tailgating volunteers show a presence, but Carolina Athletics commitment to
environmental responsibility has not been well-publicized.

Proposals for Education
Short Term (1-3 years)
The following are some short-term goals that Carolina Athletics could feasibly look to implement soon:
 Proposals for social media include updating the Rameses Recycles Twitter page
(www.twitter.com/RamesesRecycles) and promoting through a Facebook group. Tarheelblue.com
should likewise operate and update a section dedicated to environmental initiatives through the
Athletics Department. If data is easily attained, www.tarheelblue.com with the Office of Waste
Reduction could chart the amount of recycled materials, marking their progress and demonstrating
the effects of recycling as a group.
 A substantial presence on game days would also educate fans. During our time at the spring game
booth, people stopped to take surveys, donate money (unsolicited), and learn about the Rameses
Recycles program. If possible, Rameses Recycles should aim to have a booth in every Tarheel Town,
complete with instructional and promotional materials. This would be staffed by a knowledgeable
intern. The promotional materials would include the brochure, large map of the targeted tailgating
areas, and guide to recyclable materials. Ideally these should start in the fall of 2010.
 An increase in give-away items that promote sustainability/recycling, advertise the Waste
Reduction website.
 Advertise the program and report volumes collected on the video board, in advertisements in
program booklets, and in announcements over the public address system.
 A change in the signage of the bins is necessary. They should be stable, large, easy to read and
understand, and by every single bin in the stadium. This is explored more in depth throughout
the In-Stadium section, but has significant educational impacts.
 Briefing of Athletics employees on the importance of current recycling programs.
Long Term (4-7 years)
The following are some long term goals that Carolina Athletics could look to feasibly implement after a few
years:
 Develop an educational packet for fans, answering questions on why recycling is important and
how to do it at athletic events.
 Designate one home football as a “Green Game,” challenging fans to recycle and reduce their
overall waste. This would include promoting the game as such, having a large presence from the
Office of Waste Reduction and other environmental organizations, and game day publicizing on the
Jumbotron. This could also include a plan for attendees to bring hard-to-recycle items (such as
batteries, compact fluorescent light bulbs, etc.) to promote knowledge about recycling and
awareness.
Sources
http://www.pp.utk.edu/Recycle/recycleProjects2008.htm
http://www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/rrr/rogo/documents/beaver.pdf
http://www.eastman.com/GSAR/Pages/Education.aspx
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Branding and Marketing
Key Takeaways from Exemplary Organizations
Appalachian State University
The program at Appalachian State is named “Recycle at the Rock.” Marketing and public relations is
handled primarily by the Recycle at the Rock intern with help from the ASU Athletic Marketing department.
Campaigns included alumni and student emails and contacting local news media. Recycle at the Rock
features no official corporate sponsorships or outside funding.

North Carolina State University
With the departure of football coach Chuck Amato in 2006, the program began a re-branding campaign
and changed names. Once known as “Chuck It” the new "W.E. Recycle" name reflects the program's future
goal to anchor the program to a shared University Community and Environment, rather than to a single
coach or figure. W.E. Recycle includes sponsorships from Coca-Cola and Waste Industries. Marketing
campaigns focus on online media including websites and a Facebook page.

University of Tennessee
The game day recycling program at the University of Tennessee has four sponsors: Eastman Chemical
Company, Food City, Waste Connections, and Knoxville Coca Cola Company. These four sponsors pay for
most of the cost of the program. There has also been recent funding from an Environmental Facilities Fee,
which was implemented as a result of a vote by the student body. Due to the fact that Waste Connections
is one of the sponsors, the hauling fee for the recyclables is waived. Game day marketing activities are in 3
parts: 1. Student volunteers staff a table in Tennessee’s Volunteer Village to promote green tailgating and
separate recyclables from trash receptacles. 2. A 2-page color advertisement in the game program
featuring an image of a football player recycling and the “Good Sports Always Recycle” message. 3. Video
clips run on the stadium jumbotron and periodical recycling reminders by the public address announcer.

University of Colorado at Boulder
Marketing for Colorado’s “zero-waste” football games are accomplished with a sponsorship from White
Wave Foods. The University a video that is played on the megatron during different points of the game to
advertise the fact that Folsom Field is zero waste and describe how the fans can participate.

North Carolina State Fairgrounds
The North Carolina State Fairgrounds promote their sustainability initiatives through the Green NC
campaign. Green NC’s mission is to use informative and interactive experiences to demonstrate energy
efficient and sustainable practices in an entertaining environment. The primary feature is a website and
newsletter as well as booths and kiosks throughout the fair explaining recycling and other topics.

In Summary
Together these programs display the range of mechanisms we hope to utilize in Rameses Recycles. There is
a good mix of traditional and new media. The most important concepts we took from this marketing
research is the need for a strong brand name, identity and clear message. We were also impressed by the
ability of a number of the institutions to collaborate among various groups or departments to coordinate
marketing. This inter-departmental communication will be a critical piece of spreading the Rameses
Recycles message.
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For additional marketing materials refer to appendixes Y, Z, and AA.

UNC at the Present
Before this capstone project the UNC tailgate recycling program had minimal marketing as the program
itself was in its infancy. Tailgate recycling and marketing efforts to date have been managed by OWRR. The
most prominent marketing element prior to our work was a tailgate recycling page on OWRR’s website.

As the program grows and evolves its presence will need to expand beyond this website. Below are a
number of our recommendations of how this might happen.

Proposal for Marketing
Our aim in marketing is to make use of the techniques in place at our institution that are more feasible and
appropriate at UNC. We’d also like to incorporate new media campaigns and make strong use of our longstanding athletic sponsors where possible. Marketing efforts may remain the responsibility of UNC OWRR
but in many cases will require the input and support of Carolina Athletics and UNC Athletic Marketing.

Short-Term
During the first year (the 2010-2011 academic year) of Rameses Recycles, we propose making use of
traditional and affordable advertising mechanisms. Namely, we’d like to utilize press releases to local
media, Carolina Athletics releases (Tar Heel Newsflash, Rams Club or alumni emails, the annual fan guide),
campus listservs, Facebook events/fan pages and a Twitter account.
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Content for Carolina Athletics releases should be coordinated with the athletic department and will need
to adhere to their publishing schedule. Tar Heel Newsflash is a weekly subscriber-based email that can be
of use for short-term and time sensitive information. The fan guide would be a useful avenue in
introducing the program to fans at the beginning of the season as it is published prior to each football
season. This means production of the guide takes place in the summer months and any advertisements
would have to be arranged in advance.
Twitter and Facebook are simple and established methods to access a wide and diverse audience. The
accounts could easily be managed by a student intern or OWRR staff member. The accounts would present
the opportunity to frequently update information and gather a following at a relatively no cost.

Long-Term
More intensive marketing strategies may not be implementable within the first year, but should be actively
pursued. In particular, we recommend further activating our current sponsorships to include Rameses
Recycles branding. UNC has an established and recognized relationship with Bojangles as the official
football tailgate sponsor. Because the initial efforts of Rameses Recycles focus on tailgate recycling we feel
the Bojangles brand name is a natural fit to accompany our message. Additionally, the experience of other
institutions indicates a precedent toward co-sponsorships with the school’s contracted waste or recycling
collection company.
Despite stiff competition for air-time and marketing space during UNC athletic events, there is a possibility
of video and radio advertisements. These efforts, again, will need to be coordinated through Athletic
Marketing. The University is allotted two video advertisement slots during each home football game, which
Rameses Recycles may be able to utilize in the future.
With increased funding in the future we recommend creating free promotional materials such as t-shirts
and drink koozies. Though a more expensive option, koozies are a traditional part of tailgating and would
serve to brand our program. Koozies have become a trademark of the NCSU campaign.
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Evaluation & Funding
The previous sections have discussed the operations of Rameses Recycles and how the program will be
marketed; this section will now cover how Rameses Recycles will be funded. Furthermore, this section also
discusses how the program will be evaluated for success.

Takeaways from Exemplary Organizations
Appalachian State University
Funding for Recycling at the Rock comes from Physical Plant, except for the promotional banners, which
are funded by the Athletics Department. Appalachian State’s recycling quantities were roughly the same
for the first two years of the program; however they have noted that they did not keep a thorough or
accurate record of their recycling results in the Rock. In the near future, they seek to develop an evaluation
metric to track the year-to-year improvement of their recycling program.

North Carolina State University
Funding for NC State’s game day recycling program comes from the Caldwell Fellows Stipend, Coca Cola,
Waste Industries, NCSU Athletics and the NCSU Waste Reduction and Recycling Office.

Yale University
Yale University reports that they save about $33 dollars on each ton of material that they send to the
recycling plant. However, this per ton savings is not enough to offset labor costs related to recycling. To
measure their success, Yale has tracked gallons of bottles and cans recycled at each game. Nevertheless,
the data generated may not be representative of the true totals as many recyclables are taken by residents
who turn them in for cash. Yale has learned that recycling is not totally economical, and that it is very
difficult to evaluate the success of their program without a sound evaluation metric. Success has been hard
to measure because all university recyclables are shipped to the plant in the same vehicle. It is therefore
impossible to calculate the weight of recyclables for each game as concession/tailgate recyclables are
mixed with recyclables from other university departments.

University of Tennessee
The game day recycling program at the University of Tennessee has 4 sponsors: Eastman Chemical
Company, Food City, Waste Connections, and Knoxville Coca Cola Company. These four sponsors pay for
most of the cost of the program. There has also been recent funding from an Environmental Facilities Fee,
which was implemented as a result of a vote by the student body. Due to the fact that Waste Connections
is one of the sponsors, the hauling fee for the recyclables is waived. Evaluation is done by the weight of the
recyclables. Each year this has increased.

University of Colorado at Boulder
The Governor‘s Office of Energy Management and Conservation is teaming up with the University of
Colorado to advance food waste composting in the state. Grant funding was provided recently for CUBoulder to research and recommend ways to handle this challenging part of the waste stream. The funding
for the recycling and zero waste programs come from the university budget. This is a program that saves
both the university and the athletic department a lot of money. Therefore, this is a program that athletics
and the university could build into their existing budget.
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CU-Boulder now measures success by calculating what percent of the waste produced at Folsom Field goes
to landfills. During the first season of the Zero Waste program, 80% of the waste produced at Folsom Field
was either recycled or composted. The ultimate goal is for 0% of the waste at Folsom Field to be landfilled.

North Carolina State Fairgrounds
The North Carolina State Fairgrounds has sought funding and program evaluation by partnering with the
Division of Pollution Prevention and Environmental Assistance at the North Carolina Department of
Environment and Natural Resources.

In Summary
The program that is most similar to the Rameses Recycling program sought at UNC is Appalachian State’s
Recycling at the Rock program. Funding will originate from the Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling
and Carolina Athletics in the early years of the UNC program. However, as the program grows in both size
and success, funding sources will need to increase in size as well as diversify. The University of Colorado at
Boulder illustrates the importance of seeking funding from state grants, bolstering recycling and general
greening. The University of Tennessee illustrates the crucial role of corporate sponsors, as well as the
potential savings sponsors bring. Tennessee is able to have their game day recycling hauled away for free
by allowing their recycling provider to be their game day recycling sponsor. Diversifying sources of funding
will be key to increase recycling both inside and outside of the stadium on game days, but also to push for
further greening within Carolina Athletics. For example, for the coming UNC football season, increased in
stadium and tailgate recycling will be emphasized. However, in the near future, increased funding will
allow Carolina Athletics to move towards full in stadium composting.
While Rameses Recycles would not be possible without funding, Appalachian State and Yale Universities
illustrate the crucial role of a measurement to monitor the success of the recycling program. Without
demonstrated value, Rameses Recycles and future aspirations of greening with Carolina Athletics will
surely falter. Below, in the proposal section, is a full methodology for how increased recycling and reduced
overall waste flow will be measured in the coming years of the program.

UNC at the Present
Prior to the work done by our capstone group this semester, tailgate and game day recycling was run by
the UNC OWRR, primarily BJ Tipton. The tailgate recycling program was first piloted during the 2009 UNC
Football Season. Funding came directly from the OWRR for trash/recycling bags and t-shirts. The pilot
program relied on unpaid volunteers to disseminate bags and information about the new program. To
evaluate the program, tailgate recycling weights were recorded for each parking lot where tailgate bags
and information were disseminated. Data collected included game day statistics (game attendance,
weather, time of game) and waste collection statistics (trash and recyclables) for both in-stadium and
tailgate areas chosen for the tailgate program. The data collected can be found in Appendix BB.
The following sections will specify in detail a new metric to monitor success of the Rameses Recycles
Program inside and outside of the stadium. The following sections will also detail the budget for the short
and long term as well as sources for funding recycling and general greening improvements.
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Proposal for Evaluation
Evaluating the success of Rameses Recycles will be essential to the future of the program. The success
metric will primarily be to increase the recycled material-to-waste ratio. It will primarily be the
responsibility of the Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling Intern to track all statistics and data
throughout the football season. We have created a database to track various data points for every home
football game. The database will allow the program to keep track of the amount of waste recycled and
trashed in-stadium. Additionally, it will provide the amount of waste recycled and trashed in tailgate
parking lots. The database will also capture key data such as trash bags handed out, number of volunteers,
volunteer hours and other key data points. A screenshot of the database can be found in Appendix DD.

Short-Term
In the short-term, the Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling Intern will capture the key data points of
the inaugural season of Rameses Recycles. The data will be a baseline for measuring the success of the
program in future years. After the inaugural year, the program should aim to create realistic goals for
increasing the recycled material to trash ratio.

Long-Term
It should be the goal of the program to maximize the recycled material to trash ratio in the future. There is
clearly a ceiling to this ratio, as only a certain amount of waste is recycled material. To create realistic
goals, waste audits will be carried out at the beginning and end of every season to assess the amount of
recycled material in trash. Goals should be to increase the ratio of recycled waste to trash ratio every
season. Additionally, the program will be able to push this ceiling by introducing compostable material on
game days (as discussed in the Concessions and Overall Sustainability section).

Proposal for Funding
Similar to the funding of Appalachian State’s Recycling at the Rock, most, if not all of the funding for
Rameses Recycles will come from OWRR and Carolina Athletics. Thus, in the short-term (one year), we
propose that OWRR and Carolina Athletics continue funding the majority of the cost of Rameses Recycles
(the remainder of the cost will be funded by Grounds by means of labor supplied for collection of trash and
recyclables). In the long-term, however, the recycling program should seek funding from other sources.
The following will specify the details of the short and long term proposals.

Short-Term
During the first year (the 2010-2011 academic year) of Rameses Recycles, we propose that OWRR continue
funding a majority of the recycling program. We estimate that the total cost of the first-year of Rameses
Recycles to OWRR to be $8,626. The table below illustrates the breakdown of the first year costs to OWRR.
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Rameses Recycles
First-Year Budget for the Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling
2010-2011 Academic Year
Item
In-Stadium Recycling Bin Signs
Volunteer T-Shirts
Office of Waste Reduction & Recycling Intern
Paid Volunteers
Tailgate Recycling Bags*
Tailgate Trash Bags**
Total

Quantity
20 $
150
1 Intern at 300 hours
90 volunteers at 4 hours
9 rolls
6 cases

Cost Per Unit
23.00 $
12.00
10.00
5.00
157.00
25.58
$

Total Cost
460.00
1,800.00
3,000.00
1,800.00
1,413.00
153.48
8,626.48

Supplier
FedEx Office
Harper Arts
N/A
N/A

*250 bags per roll; each roll costs $157; 1.5 rolls are used per game, thus nine rolls are used per season (this cost has already been paid for as OWRR purchased 40 rolls of
blue and green bags for $3,150 and this supply should last the next 3-5 years)
**Assuming one case is used per game

During the first year, we propose that the OWRR intern and a second ENST 698 capstone group seek
funding from other sources, as NCSU, Tennessee, and Colorado have done. Funding sources that we
identified include:
1. Sonoco: Sonoco is the company that collects UNC recyclables from outdoor recycling carts. Our
hope is that they can be approached the next time UNC’s recycling contract is due to be renewed.
We propose to make them the official sponsor of the Rameses Recycles Program in return for free
or reduced cost pickup after football games. The University of Tennessee was able to do this with
their recycling provider and we hope to emulate their success.
2. Carolina Athletics Association (CAA)
3. Carolina Athletics
4. Environmental Affairs Committee of Student Government
5. Corporate Sponsor (possibly Bojangles or another sponsor of Carolina Athletics)
In return for sponsoring Rameses Recycles, the funding sources’ logos will be displayed on the Rameses
Recycles T-Shirt and will be identified as Official Sponsors in any PR related to Rameses Recycles.

Long-Term
In the long-term (second year and beyond), we propose that the OWRR intern work to fund 100% of the
costs associated with Rameses Recycles through outside sources. While we understand that putting
together a final budget is important, it is hard to quantify many of the recommendations we make in other
sections of the report. Other items that we see as necessary for the budget for OWRR and Carolina
Athletics include: sustainability program in Athletics, sustainability intern in Athletics, further educational
efforts by OWRR and Athletics, more in-stadium recycling bins, transition from concessions landfill wastes
to compostable items, payment for volunteer organizations, and marketing costs.
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Carolina Athletics Sustainability Plan
Though major portions of this report are devoted to the strides Rameses Recycles makes toward
environmental responsibility and the improvements it can bring to UNC in strictly environmental terms, the
project’s recommendations, especially to Carolina Athletics, are intended as part of a larger framework of
sustainability. UNC-Chapel Hill has made a commitment as the flagship institution of the UNC system to
pursue a more sustainable future. While this commitment involves improving environmental practices, it is
also intended to incorporate aspects of social equity and economic longevity.
Beyond the environmental benefits of waste reduction and resource conservation, our capstone group
envisions a Carolina Athletics Sustainability Plan as a cost savings opportunity for Carolina Athletics and as
a way to lessen the residual impact of athletics events and operations on the surrounding environment. As
a highly-competitive NCAA Division I revenue sport, UNC sports have amassed a sizable and dedicated
following. This loyalty results in a fan base willing to fill UNC sports venues for each home game. By lending
itself to multiple facets of a sustainability framework, our capstone team sees a Carolina Athletics
Sustainability Plan as a way to aid Carolina Athletics in its progress toward greater sustainability.

Takeaways from Exemplary Organizations
The “2009 Collegiate Athletic Department Sustainability Survey Report” prepared by AASHE concludes that
sustainability efforts are understood to be vitally important to college athletic programs. In fact, the survey
revealed that 44.3% of surveyed athletic departments view sustainability initiatives as a high or very high
priority, with 40.2% more acknowledging sustainability initiatives as a moderate priority. However, tangible
actions to bolster environmental responsibility are lacking among athletic departments as compared to the
rest of the university community. Despite the fact that college athletic departments as a whole have fallen
short on sustainability initiatives, there are several collegiate athletic programs that have demonstrated
new commitments to environmental responsibility. What is especially encouraging about these cases is
that these universities seek to curb environmental degradation from their largest program, football.

Yale University
About a year ago, Yale presented their goals to develop a sustainability plan for their athletics program at
the National Collegiate Athletic Association convention in Washington, D.C. Yale’s efforts to develop a
more sustainable athletics program will focus on:
 Developing short and long term goals for sustainability initiatives.
 Developing green standards for Yale athletic events that will reflect the best practices in the
country.
 Collaborating with varsity athletes to support them by pushing for initiatives and acting as liaisons
to the student body.
 Developing an evaluation model that is measurable, transferrable, and adaptable.
 Creating a database of environmental sustainability best practices to aid other athletic programs
looking to go green.

University of Georgia
The University of Georgia partnered with Georgia Power at the November 29, 2008 Georgia vs. Georgia
Tech game to provide all electricity for the game from non-fossil fuel sources. The electricity from the
game was produced from the Seminole Landfill methane gas facility.
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University of Wisconsin
As a way to highlight the beginning of its sustainability plan, the athletic department at the University of
Wisconsin hosted the Big Ten Conference’s first “carbon neutral” game for their homecoming game on
October 25, 2008. An analysis done by a student/faculty team at the University of Wisconsin estimated
that the typical game day generated more than 1,170 tons of carbon dioxide emissions. The aim of the
“carbon neutral” game was to both offset this emission of carbon dioxide and to raise awareness among
fans and students about pressing environmental issues and the commitment of the athletics department to
increase its sustainability. The calculated carbon dioxide was offset by hosting an event where student
athletes, university officials, and students planted 4,000 trees on a tree farm near campus. Carbon offsets
were purchased on the Chicago Climate Exchange. Further, the game featured fan education displays and a
revamped in stadium recycling program.

Middlebury College
At Middlebury College, all team coaches are required to have a secondary responsibility at the school.
While many of these coaches become assistant coaches, the Nordic ski coach does not coach another
sport, but has been appointed as the department’s environmental stewardship coordinator. This position
analyzes every aspect of the athletic department’s operation through an environmental lens, and works
closely with the athletic director to improve the environmental impacts of the athletic program.

University of Connecticut
At the completion of its new football complex and training center, the University of Connecticut is the
home of the first LEED-certified NCAA athletic facility. The facility achieved a silver LEED rating, featuring
low flow faucets and dual flush toilets, rain gardens, the use of recycled materials in construction, motion
sensors, window glazing, and compact fluorescent and passive solar lighting.

UNC at the Present
Currently, Carolina Athletics is neither a groundbreaking program with cutting edge sustainability
initiatives, nor a program that severely lags in developing sustainability initiatives. Carolina Athletics
recognizes the importance of water conservation to prevent wasteful use of water and precious budget
money. Focusing primarily on Carolina Football, there are low-flow shower fixtures in all of the locker room
showers. There are also low-flush toilets in all of the new or recently renovated bathrooms at athletics
facilities, and Carolina Athletics is currently in the process of switching out any fixtures in older facilities
that are not low flow. Carolina Athletics is very close to achieving the goal of having all of their athletic field
irrigation water provided from reclaimed or recaptured water sources. Looking towards the future,
Carolina Football is in the process of installing a system at Kenan Stadium that would monitor the amount
of water used to irrigate the field and aid facilities in knowing how much more or less irrigation is
necessary on the field. As has been mentioned in prior sections, Carolina Athletics has a solid recycling
program and is committed to increasing recycling efforts, while decreasing waste destined to be land-filled.
Finally, Carolina Athletics actively participates on the UNC Sustainability Advisor Committee. Carolina
Athletics is at a unique crossroads and is well-positioned to further its environmental responsibility
initiatives with the creation of a Sustainability Program. UNC Chapel Hill has pledged to be Carbon Neutral
by the year 2050. If Carolina Athletics is going to be a part of this pledge, change needs to happen now.
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Proposals
Short Term (1-3 years)
The following are some short term goals that Carolina Athletics could feasibly look to implement soon:
 Like some of the schools mentioned above, specifically Yale University, we recommend that
Carolina Athletics establish a Sustainability Program. A Sustainability Program within Carolina
Athletics would establish a commitment to environmental responsibility and allow for the
development of a full greening plan with short and long term goals. It is recommended that such a
program be started with one student intern and develop into a full time position within a couple of
years. Having a Sustainability Intern within Carolina Athletics would allow everything from energy
and water use to team transportation to be fully considered under an environmental lens. We also
recommend that such a position would have close correspondence with the Athletic Director and
UNC Office of Sustainability.
 In recent years, Carolina Athletics has worked to retrofit wasteful water appliances with those that
are low in water use. We recommend that Carolina Athletics continues to retrofit water appliances
in all of their buildings in order to conserve water and to increase their savings.
 Tailgate and in-stadium recycling are two portions of environmental responsibility that athletics is
currently pursuing. To continue recycling efforts and engage the fan base, it is recommended that
a game or two each season be a “recycling game day,” where fans are encouraged to bring a
certain item from their home to recycle. For example, next year’s home game versus NC State
University could be a day when fans bring used batteries to the stadium for recycling. Such an
event would bolster fan education and Carolina Athletics’ commitment to sustainability.
 In order to conserve energy, it is recommended that Carolina Athletics retrofits lights and light
bulbs with compact fluorescent lighting.
 To increase environmentally sustainable transportation to and from football games, it is
recommended that Carolina Football builds a “free bike rack parking lot” outside of the football
stadium. This would decrease the carbon footprint of home football games and encourage fans to
leave their cars at home in order to take advantage of free, close parking.
 We recommend that Carolina Athletics conduct a carbon footprint assessment, water use audit,
and energy audit of all athletic programs and set goals to reduce water use, energy use, and
emissions.
 Finally, we recommend that Carolina Athletics makes a commitment to educate its fans, student
athletes, and staff about the importance of greening initiatives. It is impossible to attract support
for a program unless the people supporting it are familiar with the pertinent issues.

Long Term (4-7 years)
The following are some long term goals that Carolina Athletics could look to feasibly implement in a few
years:
 We recommend that Carolina Athletics invest in solar panels on some of its facilities for water and
building heating. Solar panels are becoming increasing more efficient and are now a great way to
save money after an initial investment in the infrastructure. Morrison Residence Hall has realized
amazing energy cost savings with the addition of solar panels to the top of the building. It is
estimated that the solar panels result in an annual energy savings of $11,275. Further, in 2009,
engineers extended the solar hot water system to be used for reheat of the building, saving
$17,000 in the month of June 2009 alone.
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It is recommended that new UNC Athletic buildings be built to a certain environmental standard.
As mentioned above, the University of Connecticut built the first LEED-certified NCAA athletics
facility. We recommend that Carolina Athletics strives to build all new facilities to a LEED silver
level. Green building costs are competitive with normal costs and such buildings realize huge cost
savings, namely in water and energy.
We recommend that carbon dioxide sensors be installed in athletics buildings just as they have
been installed in many academic buildings. When the sensors detect carbon dioxide because
people are in the room, heating/cooling is provided to the room. When the sensors do not detect
carbon dioxide, the heating/cooling is appropriately kept off.

Sources
http://cornellsun.com/section/news/content/2008/12/03/cornell-athletics-works-limit-carbon-footprint
http://www.uga.edu/news/artman/publish/081125_Green_Game.shtml
http://www.news.wisc.edu/15795
http://opa.yale.edu/news/article.aspx?id=6346
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2008/03/19/ncaa-schools-big-on-environmental-initiatives/
http://sustainability.unc.edu/Buildings/CampusBuildings/MorrisonResidenceHall/tabid/111/Default.aspx
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The Next Step
This semester’s Carolina Athletics capstone group focusing on sustainability initiatives within UNC’s
Athletic Department has been successful in developing a full tailgate recycling program with a body of
supporting research from other exemplary American universities. The group has also developed an instadium waste reduction strategy and an environmentally sustainable vision for the future of Carolina
Athletics. Our recommendations are supported by marketing, educational, budgetary and greening
strategies to help make them a reality. While the group has been successful in developing the structure
for a more sustainable future within the Carolina Athletics Department, the large majority of this
structure has yet to be put into action. Recommendations, research, and structure were the key starting
components in a quest to bring environmental responsibility to Carolina Athletics, but implementation is
the next critical component.
As specified in the body of the report, the athletics capstone group recommends that the Office of
Waste Reduction and Recycling hires an intern to further implement the tailgate recycling program at
Carolina football games. The report also specifies the necessity of an intern within Carolina Athletics to
begin the recommended sustainability program with energy, water, and waste audits, a carbon footprint
assessment, educational efforts, and timeline development for sustainable initiatives. While these two
positions would be an excellent starting point for sustainability in the Athletics Department, taking the
body of research developed by this group and diving right in will not produce the best results. It is our
recommendation that there be an athletics sustainability capstone group for the fall 2010 semester to
aid both interns in digesting and implementing the structure that we have outlined within this report.
It is our hope that with the aid of another capstone group, the OWRR intern will be successful in
implementing the tailgate recycling program with a stable body of volunteers and move towards
increasing recycling and decreasing waste within the stadium. It is also our hope that this intern would
take our structure of waste reduction and begin to apply that structure to other major athletic venues,
such as the Dean Smith Center and Boshamer Stadium. We hope that with the aid of another capstone
group, an athletics intern will be able to have a team to conduct the necessary audits and assessments
within athletics and develop a concrete plan with athletics staff for the short and long term
implementation of sustainable initiatives. More specifically, we would like this to involve a composting
program in Kenan Stadium, the development of water, energy, and emissions reductions within Carolina
Athletics, and a strong education strategy to inform fans, students, and UNC staff.
It is our overall goal that the structure we have developed in conjunction with student interns and a
second capstone group will produce a level of sustainability within athletics comparable to the rest of
the UNC community.
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